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Contextual modulation
As the opposing figures shows, 

context has an influence on the 

interpretation of stimulus features. 

The young girl's ear becomes an eye 

in the context of an old woman.  

The classical receptive field (CRF) of a 

V1 neuron is the visual field that can 

evoke a direct response. We know 

from research in primates and 

carnivores that visual context outside 

of the CRF can modulate a neuron's 

response to the stimulus inside the 

CRF. Some of the effects of the brain's 

interpretation of a visual scene may 

thus already be measurable only two 

synapses away from the retina. 

Anesthetized mice
We investigated this type of contextual modulation, surround 

inhibition in the V1 of anesthetized mouse using extracellular single-

unit electrophysiology.
Average response to motion covering the 

CRF is reduced by motion in the surround 

Average response is independent of 

motion direction of surround

Neuronal response to motion is often 

reduced by surround motion 

Example rastogram

Discussion
Motion outside the classical receptive field (CRF) often reduces 

the reponse to motion covering the CRF. This is similar to 

neuronal behavior in V1 of anesthetized primates (Hupe et al. 

1998). 

The reduction, however,  is irrespective of the direction of the 

motion. This is in contrast to the behavior of neurons in V1 of the 

awake primate (Lamme, 1995).

The observed modulation in anesthetized mice does therefore 

not always coincide with the segregation of figure and 

background by a human observer.

 

Figure-background segregation by motion
Human and non-human primates can segregate foreground objects 

from the background by motion cues alone. In the anesthetized 

primate, an object moving on a static background produces more V1 

response than if the background moves with the object (Hupe et 

al.Nature, 1998). In the awake primate, an object defined by motion 

on a background moving in the opposite direction also causes 

increased response (Lamme, J. Neursci. 1995).

 Many, but not all, cells show this modulation
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Surround motion modulation is mostly 

independent of motion direction
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